A broad range of homosexual behavior has been presented in scholarly and popular works in Japanese, of which only some aspects are reflected in works in European languages. Historically homosexual life in Japan has been organized around a number of foci, some of them essentially indigenous (the Samurai tradition) and others linked to developments abroad (Buddhist monasticism, the theatre, the Western influenced bar culture of today).

Illustrated popular work on "homosexual technique."

For the female impersonation tradition, see pp. 45-49.

For sexual aspects of the culture clash, see pp. 35, 66, 69, 459.


1145. CARON, FRANÇOIS. *A True Description of the Mighty Kingdoms of Japan and Siam*. Edited by C. R. Boxer. London: Argonaut Press, 1935. 197 pp. In this edition of the 1663 translation of a Dutch work, see pp. 23-24 and 43. (The material on Siam is by Joost Schouten.)


1147. CHILDS, MARGARET. "Japan's Homosexual Heritage," *Gai Saber*, 1 (1977), 41-45. Presents some historical and literary evidence for nanshoku (male homosexuality).


1149. Danshokumonoshu. 37 (1978), 192 pp. This volume is devoted to anecdotes, facetiae, and satire concerning homosexuality in Japanese literature.


1153. DOWNSBOROUGH, NIGEL. *Paedomorpha I: The Story of a Young Boy in Pre-War Japan*. Taipei: Kinyado Publishing Co., 1979. Purports to be the first part of the autobiography of the late Karl Kliest, covering his teenage loves in Japan, edited by his attorney.


1158. IHARA SAIKAKU. *Tales of the Samurai*. Tokyo: Tuttle, 1972. 135 pp. This prolific author of the Tokugawa era wrote several collections of stories on the homosexual loves of the Samurai. This one dates from 1682. See also the collection translated by Caryl Ann Callahan: *Tales of Samurai Honor* (Tokyo: Monumenta Nipponica, 1982; 156 pp.).


1162. IWAYA SUHEI. "Na sho k': Die Päderastie in Japan." *Jfaz*, 4 (1902), 263-71. Some aspects of pederasty in newly modernizing Japan, with a look backward at the heritage of the Tokugawa era. Perhaps the first article on the subject in a
Western language.


1172. OKIHERA SHUNJI. Onnagata. Tokyo: Tamasaburo Bando, 1983. Lavish color photo book on the traditional female imper-
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sonators of the Kabuki theater.


S. SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Apart from East Asia and Islamic West Asia, homosexual behavior has been relatively little studied in Asia. On the whole Hinduism has not favored it, with the significant exception of the hijras. Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia seem to be significant areas. With rapid modernization, much evidence seems to be disappearing.


1177. BAIÃO, ANTONIO. A Inquisição de Goa: Correspondência dos Inquisidores da Índia. Coimbra: Imprensa da Universidade, 1930. Reports from the Portuguese colony of Goa in India, and instructions to it, some concerning the repression of sodomy.


Account of a visit to a wadam show in Java, with some examination of the background as known from the 17th century onwards.


1185. EDWARDES, ALLEN (pseud. of D. A. Kingsley). The Rape of India: A Biography of Robert Clive and a Sexual Conquest of Hindustan. New York: Julian Press, 1966. 350 pp. Racy account of the sexual exploits of the soldier (1725-1774) who founded the British empire in India, based on manuscript and other materials. See also the anonymous contemporary Intrigues of a Nabob ... or, Bengali the Fittest Soil for the Growth of Lust (1773).
